
The Meaning of Different Colors in Clothing 

 

Clothing expresses emotions. Black was the color of mourning. It was also the color of formal 

evening dress and associated with satanic and ministries. Abraham Lincoln was associated with a 

black mourning suit and stove-pipe hat. Elvis Presley is linked with jeweled white suits. Jackie 

Kennedy was associated with Pink Pill box Holston hats and nicely tailored Oleg Cassini suits. 

President Jimmy Carter was associated with cardigan sweaters. Ronald Reagan wore a cowboy 

hat, a symbol of America’s frontier heritage and its optimism. 

 

  

 Red~ The symbolic meaning for the color red was of fire and associated with power and 

importance. People who could wear the color Red was dictated by English Law. These were 

called the Sumptuary Laws. 

Crimson~ Crimson is the color of the church. The symbolic meaning of the color crimson was of 

fire and associated with power and importance. It was also a Biblical meaning symbolizing the 

presence of God and the blood Martyrs. It is the Christians liturgical color for Pentecost and 

represents atonement and humility. Cardinal Wolsey was often depicted wearing bright crimson 

robes. 

Indigo~ Indigo is a deep, rich dark blue and can sometimes be referred to as Royal 

Blue. The symbolic meaning of the color Indigo was power, importance and wealth. Indigos 

Biblical meaning symbolizing  heavenly grace. The virgin Mary is often depicted wearing indigo 

or blue clothing. 

Purple~ is always associated with Royalty. Purple togas were worn by all powerful Romans 

Emperors. The symbolic meaning of purple was for Penitence and mourning. The Christian and 

Biblical meaning and is the liturgical color for the season of Lent and Advent. 

White~ The color white was difficult and expose to produce, so it worn by the wealthy. Only 

servents who keep the wealthy clothes clean could wear white. The symbolic meaning of white 

was purity and virtue. The biblical meaning of the color white was for holiness and is the 

Christian color for all high Holy Days and festival days in the Church year. The Pope also 

associated with the color white. White was also used for Baptism, marriage and ordination and 

dedications. 

Pink~ The symbolic meaning of the color pink was joy and happiness. It also has a religious 

meaning and the Christian color for the third Sunday of Advent. The color pink has most 

commonly been associated with young ladies and young girls, but has also been a favorite color 

for the hose worn by Medieval Men. 



Blue~The color blue is closely associated with the state of servitude and was a popular color of 

clothes worn by servants. The biblical meaning symbolizing heavenly grace. 

Orange~ The symbolic meaning of the color orange is the symbol of courage. 

Brown~ The symbolic meaning of the color brown who humility and poverty. Brown clothing 

also symbolized humility and plainness associated with monastic life and could be cheaply 

produced by using a coarse, rough, untied dark wood. 

Grey~ The symbolic meaning of the color gray is mourning and repentance .Gray is the color of 

ashes and a punishment or penance was to walk barefoot in a town covered with ashes. It has a 

biblical meaning and the Christian color for the season of Lent is closely associated with fasting 

and prayer. Grey clothing also symbolizes humility and plainness. 

  

  

Green~  The symbolic meaning of the color green was renewal of life and nature. The biblical 

meaning and the Christian color is the season of Epiphany. 

Yellow~ The symbolic meaning of yellow of renewal and hope. Yellow is associated with envy, 

greed and treachery. In he early 1270?s, there was anti-Semitic feeling in England and King 

Edward I declared that Jews had to wear a yellow star to identify them in public. 



Gold~ Gold is associated with Royals and Nobles. The symbolic meaning for Gold is divinity, 

majesty and wealth. The Biblical meaning is divinity and God’s Glory. 

 


